This study investigates the use of word embeddings and sequence features for sample representation in an active learning framework built to extract clinical concepts from clinical free text. The objective is to further reduce the manual annotation effort while achieving higher effectiveness compared to a set of baseline features.
Results
Our results demonstrated significant improvement by adding unsupervised word and sequence level features in the active learning framework in terms of effectiveness as well as annotation effort across both datasets. Using unsupervised features along with baseline features for sample representation led to further savings of up to 10% and 6% of the token and concept annotation rates, respectively.
Conclusion
This study shows that the manual annotation of clinical free text for automated analysis can be accelerated by using unsupervised features for sample representation in an active learning framework. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze the effect of unsupervised features on active learning performance in clinical information extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Active learning (AL) has recently received considerable attention in clinical information extraction, as it promises to automatically annotate clinical free text with less manual annotation effort than supervised learning approaches, while achieving the same effectiveness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Active learning is a human-in-the-loop process in which at each iteration, first a set of informative instances is automatically selected by a query strategy, and then subsequently annotated by an expert [8] . The labeled instances are then used to update the model (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Active learning process.
Active learning is particularly important in the clinical domain because of the costs incurred in preparing high quality annotated data required by supervised machine learning approaches for a wide range of data analysis applications such as retrieving, reasoning, and reporting. To investigate the effect of AL in reducing the burden of manual annotation for clinical information extraction systems, we previously proposed an active learning framework incorporating state-ofthe-art approaches applied to clinical concept extraction tasks [1] . Concept extraction is a type of sequence labeling task in which sequences of terms that express meaningful concepts within a domain are identified. We also conducted a comprehensive empirical comparison of a wide range of AL query strategies to probe which one is more suitable for clinical data [2] . Our empirical analysis demonstrated the key role of active learning in reducing the manual annotation effort. We found that the Least Confidence (LC) query strategy, which is an informativeness based selection criterion, is a better choice for clinical data in terms of effectiveness and annotation effort reduction.
In previous studies on active learning, we used a set of common features to build supervised models across AL batches [1, 2, 9] : linguistic (POS tags [10] ), orthographical (regular expression patterns), lexical and morphological (suffixes/prefixes and character n-grams), contextual (window of k words), and external semantic features (UMLS and SNOMED CT semantic groups as described in [2] ). In addition, the application of unsupervised features was also examined to improve clinical information extraction systems [11] [12] [13] [14] . The results of our previous work demonstrated that unsupervised features generated using word embeddings and sequence level representations led to supervised models of significantly higher effectiveness compared to those built with baseline features [11] . While intuitively their use within an active learning framework may result in further reduction of manual annotation effort, no previous study has formally evaluated this in clinical information extraction context.
We extend the study of unsupervised features to our active learning framework proposed in [1] .
The aim is to investigate how an improved sample representation using word embeddings and sequence features could benefit our active learning framework. We examine the effects of various feature sets on the models built across the AL batches in terms of effectiveness and annotation effort. To do so, we first validate which feature sets lead to the most significant improvement on supervised models by extending our previous study [11] using an additional dataset for evaluation. Then we apply these feature sets in our AL framework along with a selected set of query strategies based on our previous study [2] . As our previous work demonstrated, learning word embeddings and sequence features from a clinical corpus with an adequate amount of data, and a good coverage of the target data, results in higher effectiveness compared to a general or relatively small clinical corpus [11] . In this study, we use a clinical corpus composed of the concatenation of the i2b2/VA 2010 train set [15] , the Med-Track collection [16] , and the ShARe/CLEF 2013 train set [17] to generate word embeddings. To build the corpus, we apply a pre-processing step including lower-casing, substitution of matching regular expressions, and removing punctuations. We then generate word embeddings from our selected training corpora using the Skip-gram model [18] . We also generate lower dimensional "lexical" vectors, which encode character n-grams and are used to capture lexicographic patterns. We then use the word embeddings and the lexical vectors to construct representations for both bi-grams and sentences. We further cluster the word vectors, bi-gram vectors and sentence vectors to generate feature identifiers which are then used in our CRFs classifier. This process is explained in more detail in [11] . Figure 3 shows a short description of all features used in this study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Features
Active learning
In this paper, we use an incremental, pool-based, active learning framework [1, 9] . We build models across AL batches using tuned linear chain Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [9, 19] using different feature groups. We compare results across a set of promising AL query strategies based on our previous work [2] , namely, least confidence (LC) [20] , Information Diversity (IDiv) [2] , Information Density and Diversity (IDD) [2] , and Domain Knowledge Informativeness (DKItt) [2] .
Datasets
To evaluate the effect of feature groups on the AL framework, we use the annotated train and test sets of the concept extraction task in the i2b2/VA 2010 NLP challenge [15] and ShARe/CLEF 2013 eHealth Evaluation Lab (Task 1) [21] . 
Experimental settings
The implementation of CRFs for both supervised and active learning is based on the MALLET toolkit [22] . All active learning and Random Sampling (RS) baseline setups including the initial labeled set, batch size, and evaluation metrics are based on our previous work [1, 2] . In particular, learning model effectiveness is measured by Precision, Recall and F1-measure. The performance of the AL framework is evaluated using Annotation Rate (AR) which measures the number of Sequences (SAR), Tokens (TAR), and Concepts (CAR) used by active learning to reach the target supervised performance. The lower the annotation rate, the better the AL framework is considered to be. Table 1 presents the effectiveness of the supervised CRFs models, which employ all the labeled instances in the train sets of the datasets, using different combinations of features described in Figure 3 . The highest effectiveness obtained by each feature group compared to the baseline feature set ABC is highlighted in bold. Table 1 shows that the inclusion of the unsupervised word and sequence level features improves the effectiveness of the supervised model compared to the baseline feature set ABC. The models' effectiveness built using feature groups ABCD, ABCDGH, ABCDGHK, and ABCDGHJKM are selected for subsequent active learning experiments as target supervised performance, because they result in considerable improvements in the supervised models' effectiveness across both datasets.
RESULTS
Target Supervised Performance
Active Learning Performance
This section presents the performance of active learning framework in terms of annotation rates.
In these experiments, the models built across AL batches, using selected feature sets, are required to reach the target supervised performance achieved using the corresponding feature set (F1-measures from Table 1 ). Table 2 presents SAR, TAR and CAR measures for different AL query strategies and the Random Sampling baseline. The most effective feature sets, compared to the baseline feature set ABC (highlighted), for the models built across AL batches using different query strategies are highlighted in bold. Word and sequence representations result in less annotation effort across all query strategies in both datasets. In the ShARe/CLEF 2013 and i2b2/VA 2010 datasets, we observe 10% and 6% reduction in concept annotation rate (CAR), and 9% and 4% reduction in token annotation rate (TAR) for the IDiv and LC query strategies, respectively. These were achieved using the ABCDGH feature set, compared to the baseline feature set ABC. Generally, the addition of word level features (D, G, and H) gives the best results. Also, on occasions, the addition of sequence level features (J, K, and M) gives further improvements, although not consistently. Our previous study also showed that the addition of sequence level features results in less remarkable improvement on supervised models' effectiveness compared to word level features [11] . 
DISCUSSION
The results from our empirical evaluation confirm our previous findings that indicate that the use of unsupervised features significantly improve clinical information extraction systems in a supervised learning setting [11] . Here we extend that study by considering the use of these features within an active learning framework and evaluating on an additional dataset (ShARe/CLEF 2013). Our results highlight that the use of unsupervised word and sequence level features not only increases the effectiveness of the models built across AL batches, but also leads to lower manual annotation efforts in the active learning framework compared to the baseline feature set ABC (no unsupervised features). The reason is that the better the data representation, the stronger the updated model is in terms of effectiveness at each iteration of active learning.
This allows AL query strategies to use the updated model at each iteration to choose a better batch of informative instances. Hence, by using these data representations, a smaller number of sequences, tokens, and concepts are required by AL to reach the target supervised performance.
This, in turn, translates into lower annotation rates.
Interestingly, the updated model has no role in selecting of the next batch of instances when using the Random Sampling baseline, as it randomly selects instances at each iteration. Yet, a better feature set (e.g., ABCDGHJKM) helps RS to reduce the annotation rate. If we compare the updated models at the same batch of RS using different data representations, for instance ABC vs. ABCDGHJKM, we observe that by even adding random instances to the labeled set, more information is injected into the updated model using the feature set ABCDGHJKM compared to ABC. This suggests that RS with unsupervised features has a reduced rate of annotation errors compared to using the ABC feature set.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented an analysis of different data representations using a wide range of feature sets and investigated their impact on active learning performance in terms of both model effectiveness and annotation effort reduction. We believe this is the first study analyzing the effect of an improved sample representation using word embeddings and sequence level features on an AL framework built for clinical information extraction, in addition to supervised learning.
The empirical results highlighted the benefits of unsupervised features in achieving higher effectiveness and lower manual annotation effort in our active learning framework. Word and sequence level features significantly increase the effectiveness of the models built across AL batches. In addition, compared to the baseline feature set, they reduce the manual annotation effort by using a small number of sequences, tokens, and concepts to reach the target supervised performance.
Summary table
• Active learning significantly reduces the burden of manual annotation effort in clinical domain.
• Features extracted from word embeddings, along with the use of sequence representation approaches, significantly improve the effectiveness of supervised approaches developed for clinical information extraction.
• This study shows that unsupervised word and sequence level features significantly improve the effectiveness of statistical information extraction models built across active learning batches compared to hand-crafted baseline features.
• The improved sample representations that use unsupervised features within active learning for clinical information extraction lead to further reductions in manual annotation effort.
• The improved sample representations also accelerate the process of creating annotated datasets required for further analysis in clinical information extraction.
